Fonts Safe for Web Design
These fonts are available for both Mac and Windows operating systems.

**Trebuchet MS, Trebuchet MS Bold, Trebuchet MS Italic, Bold Italic**

Trebuchet MS, designed by Vincent Connare in 1996. Designed for easy screen readability.

**Georgia, Georgia Bold, Georgia Italic, Georgia Bold Italic**

Georgia by Matthew Carter, hinted by Thomas Rickner.

**Verdana, Verdana Bold, Verdana Italic, Bold Italic**

Verdana by Matthew Carter, hinted by Thomas Rickner.

**Comic Sans, Comic Sans Bold**

Designed by Vincent Connare, this is a face based on the lettering from comic magazines.

**Arial®, Arial Bold, Italic, Bold Italic**

Arial® is an extremely versatile family of typefaces which can be used with equal success for text setting...and for display use.

**Arial® Black**

Arial® Black is part of the Arial family of typefaces.

**Impact™**

Geoffrey Lee designed Impact™, first issued in 1965 by the famous Sheffield foundry, Stephenson Blake.

**Times New Roman®, Times New Roman Bold, Italic, Bold Italic**

Times New Roman® first appeared in 1932 in *The Times of London* newspaper. It has subsequently become one of the world’s most successful type creations.

**Courier™ New, Courier New Bold, Italic, Bold Italic**

Courier™ New, originally designed as a typewriter face for IBM, was redrawn by Adrian Frutiger for IBM Selectric series.